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Pan is a 22-year-old surfer chick - a cross 
between a young Matthew McConaughey 
& Cameron Diaz. 

Pan just got back from traveling the world 
surfing with her gay bff, Twink. She 
discovers that her favorite surf spot next to 
a rundown pier is about to be destroyed by 
developers.



Neverland Cove



Hook is a badass business woman and real estate 
developer (played by Sofia Vergara). 

Carrying an Hermes crocodile birkin bag and wearing 
matching heels, Hook plans to rebuild the pier and 
launch Neverland Cruise Lines - an adults-only, luxury 
vacation where you can be a kid again… and spend all 
your money.

Hook plans to redevelop the area, which will bring in 
more people, more business, and more money.

With this new development comes pollution, traffic, 
and destruction to the ocean wildlife. Worst of all, 
there will be no more surfing.

Hook must be stopped.



Wendy and her brothers own The 
Darling Nursery, a successful plant 
nursery in town. 

Wendy & Pan have a romantic history, 
but are fundamentally at odds. Wendy 
has a stable life. Pan is always running 
away on adventures. 

Hook hires Wendy to do all the 
landscaping on her cruise ships. 

Will Hook turn Wendy into another 
badass business woman? Will Pan ever 
forgive Wendy for selling out to Hook?  



Wendy & Pan’s 
Secret Date Spot



The Lost Girls

Pan & Twink round up their crew of
Lost Girls à la Ocean’s 11.

- Lizzo owns a local hair salon.
- Tiger Lily is a successful 

environmental rights attorney.
- The Twins are mechanical 

engineers who own a chain of 
auto body shops.

- Other lost girls fill in as 
background characters.



While the Lost Girls are plotting,
Wendy is partying on Hook’s 
personal yacht with a bunch of 
other high powered business 
women. 

Will Wendy succumb to Hook’s 
charms? Or return to her roots 
and help Pan?



In an attempt to stop Hook, 
the Lost Girls lobby city 
council…

Sabotage the boat…

And engage in an epic battle 
aboard the ship.

Nev n  C u s  Li

La n n  So !



Will Pan & the Lost Girls succeed 
in stopping Hook???  

There’s only one way to find out!
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